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Ten Frequently Asked Questions

� Heard by U.S. NRC staff at public 
meetings, open houses, workshops on 
Yucca Mountain

� Appear in written comments on draft 
rules and guidance documents

� Always present, whether stated 
explicitly or not
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� Who are the decision makers?
� Are they qualified?
� Do they have access to independent 

advice and information?

Who gets to decide safety?
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What criteria will they use?

� Who sets the criteria?  
� Does, or at least, did, the public have 

input?
� How do the limits compare with other 

hazards?
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Are the criteria comprehensive?

� Do they include provisions for
� Security?
� Emergency Planning?
� Worker and whistle-blower protection?
� Retrieval?
� Land ownership and control?
� Monitoring and testing?
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What makes a repository safe?

� Why deep disposal rather than surface 
storage?

� How do multiple barriers work?
� What if the scientists are wrong?
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Does the regulator require more than 
just a strong package?

� Do the regulations allow the implementer 
to engineer around a bad site?

� What happens if the package fails?
� What does the implementer have to show 

about how the system works?
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What documentation does the 
implementer have to supply?
� Study records?
� Design documents?
� Results of tests and studies?
� Quality assurance of data?
� What waste is disposed where?
� Are the documents accessible to the 

public?
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Will the regulator take the implementer�s 
word that things are done right?

� Inspection?
� Quality assurance?
� Enforcement?
� On-site oversight?
� Continuous review?
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After closure, can the implementer just 
walk away?
� Long-term stewardship?
� Monitoring?
� Durable markers and monuments?
� Land use controls?
� Other means to preserve knowledge?
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Is the process for deciding fair?

� Public access to documents, exhibits, 
evidence, witnesses?

� Opportunity for public hearing?
� Funding for affected communities to 

participate?  Hire consultants?
� Public access to hearing itself?
� Appeal process?
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Can the regulator say no?

� Is the decision all or nothing?
� Step-wise decision process?
� Mechanism for dealing with new 

information?
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Closing thoughts

� Confidence in the process not the same 
as agreement with the outcome.  Key 
factors include:
� Openness of, and access to the decision-

making process 
� Access to trustworthy representatives of 

institutional players 


